
 Freedom Sunday
Freedom Sunday is a day where
believers and communities come
together in prayer and worship on
behalf of those who are trafficked.
On one Sunday (or Saturday if that is your Sabbath)
Churches around the globe come together where the
church service is dedicated to fight human trafficking
and educating your congregation. Join with believers
around the world as we lift our voices to God for
those who are the most needy. We urge you to host
a Freedom Sunday on any Sunday (or Saturday) of
the year using these materials which includes
Nazarene Compassionate Ministries toolkit, Stop the
Traffick's Freedom Sunday packet, Bible Studies,
Prayer guides, and posters. Find out more at:
https://faastinternational.org/take-action/freedom-
sunday



Hands that Heal
Trainings

Educating our community is a vital way to fight
human trafficking. One way you can educate your

community is by hosting a Hands that Heal
training. The Hands that Heal curriculum provides
a comprehensive approach to victims of trafficking

and educating caregivers so that they may
appropriately and effectively provide care and

support. The training inspires people to engage in
the battle against human trafficking and train

individuals how to provide transformational care to
survivors of human trafficking. To learn more
about Hands that Heal and hosting a training,
email FAAST at faast@faastinternational.org



Learning calls
We are excited to announce the return of our Learning
calls for FAAST members and Affiliate partners. The
next learning call will be on August 16th and will be
about the history of FAAST and where we see FAAST
going in the future. If you would like more information
on how you can become an Affiliate partner or member
to participate in the learning calls, please email FAAST
at faast@faastinternational.org



This year Project Rescue has a truly
miraculous opportunity to bring hope to
a community in Southern Asia that has
been entrapped in a cycle of
exploitation for centuries. For 500
generations, poverty and greed have led

Spotlight on a member

to the daughters in this community being systematically
groomed for prostitution from the time they are born. By
age 12, most families are prostituting their young girls full-
time. Education is not even a consideration for most. Little
girls like Leena, orphaned as a baby and living with her
grandmother, are seen as a means of income and
destined for a life of exploitation. Little girls like Leena are
why Project Rescue is so passionate about the work God
is doing in this community. When Leena was about to be
sold into a life of horror Project Rescue's colleagues were
divinely in the right place at the right time. They were able
to speak with the grandmother, and she agreed to send
Leena to Project Rescue instead of selling her. Project
Rescue is so thankful that Leena is now thriving in their
home for young girls. She loves to dance, do art, and her   



face is filled with joy and hope! But the work is just getting
started. Together with our colleagues, Project Rescue has a
big vision for what God can do in this community. As we
speak Project Rescue is eagerly working to construct a new
safe home for teen girls that will not only provide a safe
environment for restoration but will also house three
vocational training units. Project Rescue's commitment is
to empower these courageous daughters to chase their
God-given dreams while helping them develop new skills
that will empower them to find purpose and dignity in their
work while breaking the cycle of prostitution in their
families- bringing freedom and hope for their community
and their future generations. But Project Rescue's vision
doesn’t stop there. This community has been shrouded in
darkness for too long. Project Rescue believes that with the
Lord's help Project Rescue can empower them to break
this generational cycle of exploitation and find a new
beginning full of hope, and one day stand as a pillar of
strength in their nation instead of ridicule. Isaiah 61:3:
“...bestow on them a crown of beauty instead of ashes, the
oil of joy instead of mourning, and a garment of praise
instead of a spirit of despair. They will be called oaks of
righteousness, a planting of the Lord for the display of his
splendor.”


